Lost Luggage

1/ What problems occurred with the airlines? cancellations/delays/lost luggage/loosing luggage/missing luggage

2/ What did Bill find out when he arrived at the airport? he forgot to bring his suitcase/did not have his suitcase/his suitcase was not there/was missing / he forgot his suitcase

3/ Why was his luggage not in the hotel? because the flight was cancelled

4/ How did he clean his clothes for the next day? he washed his shirt and underwear/clothes

5/ What did Daryl ask him? Why he had forgotten his luggage

6/ What did Daryl tell him? they were trying/going to find/finding his luggage/to solve the problem/looking for/searching for the luggage

7/ Why did he have no claim number? because he did not hand his bag in

8/ What did he get unexpectedly? a shirt and a pair of socks

9/ What isn’t clear to the airline about Bill’s bag? why the luggage was lost/was sent somewhere else/disappeared/ didn’t arrive/was not with Bill/wasn’t found earlier/was not there/was forgotten/was at another place/they have it, but they don’t know its location

10/ What does Bill ask after he finally gets his bag back? if he could call Daryl (him/them) again/get help from Daryl/call again in trouble